continuing in Mazon class series

(follow-up of HW 3)
NPFL134 TeiTOK class
Jiří Mírovský, 28.3.2023

- HW 4 assignment
- continuing in Mazon class series
  - uploading transcribed documents to TeiTOK
  - uploading the original images (to TeiTOK)
  - processing (parsing) the documents (in TeiTOK)
  - searching in the documents (in TeiTOK)
- searching in Migrant stories (in TeiTOK)
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Task: Come up with **your own simple research question** on top of one of two corpora available in TeiTOK:

or

Prepare a **presentation in Tableau** with:

- your research question,
- the corpus queries you used, and
- the results of your research.

**Send the link** to your Tableau presentation to mirovsky@ufal.mff.cuni.cz by **April 11, 2023**.
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